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As announced by
Wuhan Metro Group,
the paving of roads
and greening of the
ground area in the
Optics Valley Plaza
complex have been
completed and it's now
open to the public.

The renovation of
the metro station is
underway, and the circular
underground walkway is to
open to the public later
this month.

The mega-complex
project, integrating rail
transit, municipal tunnels and
underground public space,
has a maximum excavation
depth of 34 meters,
equivalent to the construction
of an 11-story high-rise
building in the underground
space.

The five exits of the
underground complex use five

colors representing the Five
Chinese Elements of metal,
wood, water, fire, and earth to
distinguish the directions.

This super underground
complex is not only a brand-
new urban landmark, but will
also greatly improve regional
traffic by bringing together
three subway lines (Line 2
southern extension, Line 11
and Line 9), two highway
tunnels (Lumolu Passage and
Luoyula Passage), and one
underground circular walkway,
making vehicle and pedestrian
mobility more convenient
between Optics Valley and its
surrounding areas.

The complex's main
structure "Galaxy," a steel
framework that stands 40
meters high, was completed in
2019. At night, the structure
is illuminated with lights,
creating amazing visual effects
for residents and passers-by.

Optics Valley Plaza complex
(光谷广场综合体）
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Phase II of Metro Line 8
will open by the end of 2020.

It will start at Liyuan
Station, stop at Donghu Road

Station, Bayi Road Station, and
end at Yezhihu Station, which
is also a transfer station for
Line 7.

Passengers will be able to
travel directly from East Lake
to Yezhihu Lake.

The Optics Valley Railway
Station is expected to be
completed in the second half of
2020.

The station will be a transfer

station for Line 11 and the
southern extension of line 2.
Passengers will also be able to
transfer to the Wuhan-Huangshi
inter-city railway and the Wuhan-

Xianning inter-city railway as well
as the Wuhan-Jiujiang railway.

The Xiongchu Avenue BRT
(Bus Rapid Transit) buses and
other bus lines will convene here.

The construction of Wuhan
West Railway Station will be
launched this year.

Details related to the route,
design and project duration are
yet to be settled.

It is reported that high-speed

trains bound for Xi'an and Yichang,
Changsha, Jiujiang, and Anqing will
stop at the station. Passengers will
also be able to transfer to the
Wuhan-Tianmen inter-city railway
and the Wuhan-Qianjiang inter-city
railway at the station.

Once the station is
completed, passengers can take
a direct train to Xi'an from
Wuhan without having to
transfer between lines. Traveling
time between the two cities will
be reduced by one hour.

Second phase of Line 8（8号线二期）

Optics Valley Railway Station（光谷火车站）

Wuhan West Railway Station（武汉西火车站）

The 7,548 meter-long
Qingshan Yangtze River Bridge, will
be completed this year. The bridge
will be the 11th bridge over the

Yangtze River in Wuhan. It will
also be the widest bridge over the
river.

The Qingshan Yangtze River

Bridge will serve as an important
connection to Wuhan's 4th Ring
Road, which will also be completed
this year.

Qingshan Yangtze River Bridge（青山长江大桥）

Wuhan currently has nine metro lines and three major railway stations, and it will embrace more. This year the following projects will be
completed: Optics Valley Railway Station, Gedian section of Metro Line 11, the second phase of Line 6, the fourth Ring Road, and Qingshan
Yangtze River Bridge. Also this year, the second phase of Line 8 will be operational and some new metro line projects will be launched.
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